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Abstract 
The paper demonstrates the ‘equivalence’ of the Arhangel’ski-Stone, Collins-Roscoe and Frink 
Metrisation Theorems to the Morita ‘Double-Star’ Metrisation Theorem, and gives a range of uni- 
form concepts generated by entourages and charaterising a variety of generalised metric properties. 
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The first author recalls gratefully the gracious hospitality provided to him and to his 
wife by Kiiti Morita and his family in August 1990, at his home in Yokohama, and 
a discussion then on the future of topology. The ‘antagonists’ enlivened the discussion 
by taking extreme positions: Morita argued that the most productive method of viewing 
many major results had been, and would be, through coverings. He supported his claim 
by demonstrating how the earlier Frink Metrisation Theorem and the later Arhangel’skii- 
Stone and Collins-Roscoe Metrisation Theorems could be shown to be ‘equivalent’ to 
his (beautiful) ‘Double-Star’ Metrisation Theorem, so quintessentially a coverings result. 
Section 1 below contains his elegant proofs [14]. 
Contrarywise, Collins speculated that a variety of approaches would always be useful 
and cited the theory of uniform spaces and its generalisations. In the second section, 
we survey a range of uniform concepts generated by entourages, which characterise, 
perhaps more vividly than their coverings counterparts, a wide variety of generalised 
metric properties. Some of these characterisations have not appeared in print before. 
I should like to record the material help provided by Takao Hoshina as emanuensis of 
Morita’s work in the first section. 
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1. On the Double-Star Metrisation Theorem 
All spaces in this section will be Ti . The inspiration for many a coverings characteri- 
sation of metrisation comes from the fact that developments form such a natural building 
block, already demonstrated convincingly by R.L. Moore. 
Morita ‘Double-Star’ Metrisation Theorem [ 131. A space X is metrisable ifand only if 
(DSl) there exists a sequence {Z.4n}nEw of open covers of X such that 
{St(St(x,&),&) I m,n E w} 
is a neighbourhood basis at x for each x E X, or equivalently, 
(DS2) there exists a sequence {U,},,, of open covers of X such that, 
W(G&) I 72 E w) 
is a neighbourhood basis at x for each x E X. 
This result is not only remarkable in itself, but comes as part of Morita’s extended 
rewriting [ 131 of the basis of general topology, which not only contains many new insights 
and powerful theorems, but continues to stimulate current research. As an aside, I would 
mention a favourite observation that the Freudenthal compactification of a semicompact 
Hausdorff space is the completion of the uniform space, a basis for the uniform coverings 
of which consists of the finite coverings by open sets with compact boundary. 
In Morita’s paper [13], he states that his theorem is just a reformulation of a result of 
A.H. Frink: 
Frink Metrisation Theorem [5]. A space X is metrisable if and only if 
(Fr) for each x E X there exists an open neighbourhood basis {V(n, x) ( n E w} at 
x such that, if x E X and n E w, there is m = m(n, x) E w with n < m such 
that V(m, x) I- V(m, y) # 8 implies V(m, y) C V(n, CE). 
Proof. We show that (DS2) implies (Fr) and (Fr) implies (DSl). 
Suppose (DS2) holds. Then {St3(x, Vn) 1 n E w } is also a neighbourhood basis at x 
for each x E X. Hence, if x E X and n E w, there is m = m(n, CE) E w with n < m 
such that 
St3(x, Vm) c St(x, V,). 
Thus, we have 
St(x:, Vm) n SG, V,> # 0 =+ Y E St2(x, Vm) 
* St(y, l&J c St3(x, I/m) c St(x, I/n). 
This shows that {St(x, V,) 1 n E w} satisfies (Fr). 
The implication (Fr) + (DSl) is clear. q 
The next result can trace its origins back to the work of R.L. Moore (see [12]). 
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Arhangel’skii-Stone Metrisation Theorem [ 1,161. A space X is metrisable if and 
only if 
(A-S) there exists a sequence {U 12 nEw of open covers of X such that, if x E X and }
U is an open neighbourhood of x, then there are an open neighbourhood V of 
x and n E w such that St(V,U,) c U. 
Proof. Clearly (DSl) implies (A-S). Conversely, suppose (A-S) holds. Then, for each 
x E X and each open neighbourhood U of x, there exist open neighbourhoods V and 
W of x and nz) n E w such that St(W, &) c V and St(V, .&) C U. This shows that 
{U,}nE, satisfies (DSl). 0 
Finally in this section we aim at a more recent result which spawned a structuring 
mechanism useful in the study of a wide variety of central concepts in the theory of 
generalised metric spaces. 
Collins-Roscoe Metrisation Theorem 1 [4]. A space X is metrisable if and only if 
(C-R) for each x E X, there exists a countable decreasing neighbourhood basis 
{I%‘(n), z) 1 n E w} at x such that, for each x E X and n E w, there exist 
T = r(n,x) and s = s(n,x) E w with n < s < T such that y E W(T,Z) 
implies x E W(s, y) C W(n,x). 
Lemma [4]. With the notation of the Collins-Roscoe Theorem, 
(i) if z belongs to the set W(r(r(n, x), y)? y), then that set is contained in W(n, x), 
(ii) ifW( ( ( 1 1 1 T r n,x ,x ,x meets W(r(r(m, y), y), y), then either 
qr(+,.,..)J) c W(m,y) or ~(~(T(TY),Y),Y) C W(nx). 
Proof of Theorem. First let us show that (C-R) implies (DS2). Let us use the same 
notation as in [4], and put 
G(n) = {W(r(n.x),x)’ / x E X} 
K(n)= {w(?-(r(T(n,z):x),x),x)” 1 x E x}. 
By Lemma (i), 
St(z, G(r(n, x))) c LV(n, x). 
On the other hand, by Lemma (ii), 
(1) 
W((r(n,x),x),x) nw(r(r(m,~),y),y) # 0 
+ either W(r(r(n,z):x),z) U W(r(~(m,y),y),y) C W(n,z) 
or Vq+Wr),X)>~) uq+(m,Y),Y)lY) c W(m,y). 
Hence, by replacing n by r(n. z) and m by r(n, y), we see that 
W(T(T(~.(~~,X),X),X),~) nW(r(r(r(n,Y),Y),Y),Y) # 0 
=+ either W(,(,(,(n,.),,),x),x) U~(T(T(T(~,Y),Y),Y),Y) C W(r(n,x),x) 
or W(,(,(,(n,x),x),.),,) UW(T(T(T(~,Y),Y),Y).Y) C W(r(n,Y),Y). 
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This shows that for each z E X we have 
St2(z,K(n)) c St(z, G(n)). 
Hence it follows readily from (1) and (2) that {K(~L)},~, satisfies (DS2). 
It is clear that (DS2) implies (C-R). 0 
(2) 
2. On separated uniformity filters 
For convenience, we shall call a filter 24 of reflexive relations on a set X for which 
nZ4 = 4 the diagonal in X x X, a separated uniformityjlter for X. By placing restric- 
tions on U, one arrives immediately at a range of more or less well-known (generalised) 
uniform structures. A separated uniformity filter 24 for X is 
(a) a semi-uniformity for X if 
UEU + 3V~UwithV&U-‘; 
(b) a quasi-uniformity for X if 
u~Z.4 + 3VEUwithVoVCU; 
(c) [I l] a local quasi-uniformity for X if 
U E U, z E X =s 3V E U with (V o V)[z] C U[z]; 
where U[x] = {y E X : (x,y) E U}; 
(d) a local uniformity for X if U satisfies (a) and (c) [17]; 
(e) a uniformity for X if U satisfies (a) and (b). 
What we want to do in this section is to show how these few types of uniformity filters 
generate a range of (generalised) metric topologies. We denote by I(U) the topology on 
X consisting of those subsets T of X such that 
x E T + 3U E U with U[x] C T, 
and call U neighbourly (see [3]) if 
U E U, x E X + U[x] is a neighbourhood of x in ‘T(U). 
Recall that a function d from X x X to the set of nonnegative real numbers is 
(f) an o-metric for X if 
d(x, y) = 0 H x = y; 
(g) a symmetric for X if d is an o-metric for X for which 
d(x, y) = d(y, x) for all x, y in X; 
(h) a quasi-metric for X if d is an o-metric for which 
d(x, 2) < d(x, y) + d(y, z) for all z, y, z in X. 
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Then a topology 7 on X is a-metrisable, respectively symmetrisable, if there exists an 
o-metric, respectively symmetric, d for X such that 
TE’T ti V’~ET, %>OwithS,(z)CT, 
where 
and semi-metrisable, respectively quasi-metrisable, if there exists a symmetric, respec- 
tively quasi-metric, d for X such that {S,(z) 1 E > 0} is a neighbourhood base, respec- 
tively base, at 2, for each z in X. Finally, according to Hodel [8], a topology 7 on X 
is a y-space topology on X if there exists a function g : w x X + 7 such that 
(i) for each IC in X, {g(n, z) ( n E w} is a local base at z 
(j) for each IC in X and n in w, there exists m = m(n, x) in w for which 
Y E g(m,s) =+ s(m,Y) cr !?(%~I. 
We can now list a sequence of results, which demonstrates the thesis propounded in 
this section. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that U is a separated uniformity filter for X. Then I(U) is 
(1) o-metrisable iff U has a countable base; 
(2) symmetrisable iff U is a semi-uniformity with countable base; 
(3) first countable iff U is neighbourly with countable base; 
(4) semi-metrisable ifsU is a neighbourly semi-unifonnity with countable base; 
(5) a y-space topology iff U is a local quasi-uniformity with countable base; 
(6) quasi-metrisable iff U is a quasi-uniformity with countable base; 
(7) metrisable iff 24 is a local uniformity with countable base; 
(8) metrisable if U is a uniformity with countable base (in which case, U itself is 
metrisable). 
The history of these results is often complicated. As stated above they are due to 
Gartside [7] for (l)-(4), to Lindgren and Fletcher [ll] for (5) essentially to Pervin [15] 
for (6), to Williams [17] for (7) and to Weil (see [2]) for (8). 
We conclude by making two observations. The first is due to Gartside [7] who notes 
that the concept of continuity space defined by Kopperman [lo] coincides with that of 
quasi-uniform space. One need only note (see the last line of p. 94 of [lo]) that 
is equivalent to 
(X:,Y) E (X x X)\(U x (X\V) 
a typical element of a base for the Pervin quasi-uniformity (see [6]). 
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Finally, we tie together the two sections of this paper by giving a uniform version of a 
metrisation theorem discussed in section 1, which strengthens Williams’ result (7) above. 
Collins-Roscoe Metrisation Theorem (alternative version [4]). Suppose that the local 
quasi-uniformity U for a set X has a countable basis and that 
J: E X, U E U + 3’ E U with V[x] & U-‘[xl. 
Then (X, I(U)) is metrisable. 
Finally, note that it can be shown that this version of the Collins-Roscoe Theorem 
is essentially equivalent to a result of Hung (see [9], Corollary 2.4) proved a few years 
earlier. 
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